
 

LIBRARY STUDENT USERS’ FORUM 

3 November 2010 

Present:  Dr C J Skelton-Foord, Head of Collection Services (Chair); Ms C Smith, Library Services 
Manager (Secretary); Miss H Thornber Communications Officer; and Mr J L Wanstall, 
DSU Education and Welfare Representative; and 19 students representing: DSU; and 
the Departments, Programmes, and Schools of Arabic, French and German, Biological 
sciences, Education, English Studies, Geography, History, Mathematical sciences, 
Philosophy, Applied Social sciences. 

 
M I N U T E S 

 
1. Medium term loan category 
The Library outlined the current 4 loan categories and asked for feedback about the current 
midloan category of 3day loans. A show of hands indicated that half the students had used 3 day 
loan items.  
Feedback from a History student was that 3 day loans were good when resources had to be 
shared by a number of students. The opinion was that as a standard loan could be borrowed for 
one week before being due back, this was too long if the item was needed by several people. The 
drop to 3day loans for reserved items was acceptable. CS explained that a system of alerts on 
reservations generated action of moving items to a shorter loan category, including to Short loan 
for in demand texts. A suggestion was made that we need multiple copies at 3 day loan. This is 
again monitored by usage. 
 
HT mentioned the “More Books” initiative which would invite students to recommend a book to the 
library. Students thought we could do something to raise awareness of the reservation process. 
Students seem reluctant to use this feature as the result is not immediate and there is still a wait 
for the item to be available. 
 
Students were asked which loan period would they choose if they could make a change? The 
answer was that 3 days is long enough and shorter loans were favoured. A question was raised 
over the monitoring of usage as a book may be in demand for one week resulting in multiple issues 
or one year resulting in the same number of multiple issues. The management of this was 
acknowledged as not being straightforward. 
 
CSF outlined alternatives to 3 day loans namely, 7 days or the abolishment of a mid loan category. 
Abolishing the mid loan category would mean items would drop a loan period if in demand. With 
the abolishing of a mid loan category a standard loan item would still be loaned for one week 
before being due for return and it was felt that 7 days to return an item was too long. However, 
having to renew an item every 3 days was also felt to be a chore. 
 
HT mentioned there would be further polls on duo and students were encouraged to respond to 
these. 
There was a request for clearer information about loan categories for DUSSD students.  
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Noted: The majority were in favour of 3 day loans which were preferred. There were no votes for 
one week loans. The flexible loan model received some votes. 
Action: Clearer information about the reservation and recalls process for students wanting books 
 
2. College Libraries 
The majority of students used college libraries and the main use was for study space, some used 
them for academic texts and 1 used it as a social space.  
College libraries as a space are convenient, texts however are not up to date and students living 
out are less likely to use them. There was an awareness about the difference in size of libraries 
and different levels of service from Librarians. 
 
Students would like to be able to borrow texts from other colleges. It is frustrating to see the text on 
the catalogue but not be able to borrow it. Would a request form be possible? Requests can 
currently be made to the Librarian but there is no ready way of knowing who the Librarian is. 
Where would this information be? 
 
Leisure reading is not seen to be provided by college libraries, students would prefer they had 
course texts. A comment from a student at Josephine Butler suggested that college library stock 
was inadequate and wasn’t relevant with texts seen as out of date and previously owned by other 
colleges. 
 
Noted: Comments noted by HT 

 
3. Students’ Business 

 Short loan for films was not long enough. CS explained the provision of additional material 
on Level 3 with new equipment for AV playback. It was suggested that the AV collection 
could be better promoted. 

 Loans during holidays was discussed and the necessity to check procedure for returning 
items in the post explained. CSF outlined SCONUL Access as an alternative to borrowing 
books. 

 There was a positive comment about extended opening hours from a second year student 
and the friendliness and helpfulness of staff generally was noted. 

 Question about building work at PG – how long was this expected to continue?  It was 
explained that work is ongoing and likely to continue for some time. 

 There was a request that opening hours at PG be more widely publicised as student s 
found them difficult to remember. CS suggested a take away information would be 
appropriate. A credit card size for the wallet may be useful. Could also use the Music and 
Law society lists. 

Action: HT to arrange for printed flyer/credit card info 

 Optional tours may be more useful outside of Freshers week as there is too much to do in 
Freshers week. Tours in week 4 were suggested. Incentives used at St Andrews was 
mentioned. Jake (DSU) mentioned that there was a group looking at Induction  process and 
suggestions were that there could be a compulsory element to aspects of induction or 
linked to a lecture programme. 

 Alan Bowden – raised several questions relating to Philosophy as follows; 
a. There is an inadequate number of most of the main introductory and undergraduate texts. 

(A general complaint) –  
Noted:The reading list process was explained 
. 

b.  Many philosophy books from level one have been reclassified as political theory books and 
relocated to level four. This is despite the fact that many of the newly reclassified books 
pertain to Plato's philosophical, rather than political works. The return of those more overtly 
philosophical works to level one would be appreciated. 
Noted: Plato and Aristotle have been reclassified according  

  to the DDC 22 schedules.  If a work written by or about Plato related  
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to a specific subject it went at the class number suggested by DDC22.   
If it was a general work or collection of general works written by or  
about Plato (covering many subjects or non-specific philosophy) the class number 184 was 
used, which is why a lot of Plato works are still on Level 1. The area being questioned is 
321.07/321.07092 (Utopias) where we now have works on Plato's Laws and Plato's 
Republic (and related political works).  DDC schedules clearly indicate that this is the 
correct place to put these works. These works will not be moved back to Level 1. 

  
c. The availability of the PG room in the main library for PG TAUGHT students. 

Noted: The study area on level 4 has been developed as part of a new initiative between 
the Graduate School and the Library to address the specific needs of postgraduate 
researchers, whose mode of study is very different to other students in the university. 
Several departmental library representatives have responded very positively to the news 
that we now have this area as they acknowledge that their own departments are unable to 
offer the facilities their researchers need to successfully complete their degree. In addition, 
it is hoped that the discussion area will facilitate interdisciplinary conversation between 
researchers who often work in silos or isolation.  
The use of the level 4 area is being monitored and if it is underutilised we will consider 
broadening the scope of those who have access. It may be helpful to note that this 
approach to zoning the Main Library has also been extended to other parts of the building, 
which acknowledges of the variety of modes of study that are required by taught 
programmes. For example, this autumn we have instituted silent study areas on levels 1, 3 
and 4 of the library. This compliments the facilities for group work on level 2. 

 
d. Services to make it easier to request books from other libraries, e.g. Newcastle. I 

understand that there is a limit to the number of books per year as postgraduates--- I have 
been asked to inquire as to whether a higher number of books that would seem more 
suitable to meet the needs of postgraduate students. 

 
Noted: The  Philosophy  Department does not have a DDS account and restrictions on DDS 
requests are set by the Department. The SCONUL Access scheme was explained as an 
alternative. 

 

e. The allocation of two of the three computers in the philosophy section to some other 
database(s), thus leaving only one for actual library searches.  In my experience this 
causes queues. 
 
Noted: There are additional catalogues on Level1. The PCs located in that area are the 
Datastream PC and CDRom PC as a convenient place to site these PCs. 

 
 
4. Easter and 24/7 Opening 
24/7 is expected to be offered from Bank Holiday Monday after the Easter vacation until the exam 
period. Exact dates are to be confirmed and may also include a week at the end of the Epiphany 
term. 
Noted: A further extension to opening hours at Palace Green was requested. 
 
5. Newsletters 
HT tabled the newsletters at the meeting and further distribution points for the newsletters was 
discussed . Suggestions were on study table in libraries, next to pigeon holes, JCRs. 
Comment from one student - too much text, can it be more punchy? The quality was good and 
pictures were liked. 
 

6. AOB No further business. 

 

 


